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Executive Summary/Abstract 
Internet-of-Things (IoT) is an established concept with many solution proposals and application 

domains. IoT deals with devices that are interconnected and exchange data and information. 

When the data becomes processed and stored in the cloud, customer behaviors, preferences and 

interests can be better understood; this is referred to as Internet-of-Behavior (IoB). IoB 

approaches the IoT from the human perspective, seeking to understand how the data should be 

understood. Lately, IoB has also been seen to increase interest in the workplace domain, but not 

much in academia so far. IoB utilizes IoT devices with digital services and entities to collect, 

analyze, and affect customers' habits and workers' behavior. The IoBAtWork project aims to find 

suitable models for predicting human behavioral events and passively encourage positive 

behavior. Behavior may have productivity and mental effects on knowledge workers. 
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The project has been continued until the end of February 2023. Currently, the project is in its 

final analysis and documentation phase. 

Goals and Objectives 
The goal of the IoBAtWork project is to build an understanding of how IoB can be utilized in 

improving well-being in a knowledge-intensive work environment. In order to have the means to 

build this understanding, the following objectives need to be reached: 

 Define and describe behavioral events that affect work well-being. 

 Design ways to detect, measure, and quantify behavioral events of interest. 

 Experiment on encouraging positive behavior with the means of IoB. 

Differences from Current State of Art 
Human interaction and performance and business strategy execution data present new domains 

for Machine Learning applications. The problem is approached from an ethics viewpoint by using 

ECCOLA – a Method for Implementing Ethically Aligned AI Systems (Vakkuri, Kemell, Jantunen, et 

al., 2021) in the design and implementation phase of the work packages 8 and 9. 

Current IoB capturing solutions are developed for consumer markets, and we need to experiment 

with how they can become operationalized in a workplace context without too much intrusion 

into employees' privacy. Therefore, we utilize the ECCOLA method and framework in the design 

and implementation phase, build the experimental data collection platform in a laboratory 

context, and use the privacy-preserving techniques, such as edge computing, local storage of 

data, and data anonymization at the earliest wherever possible. In an experimental setting, 

people's work behaviors are monitored, and (dis)incentives are applied to influence them to 

perform towards the desired set of operational parameters. IoB allows the transformation from 

only descriptive (analyzing behavior) to proactive influencing. 

Further, our study distinguishes itself from other performance and productivity research by the 

longitudinal data we were able to gather from the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic through 

changes in work customs – both in remote and office settings in different phases of the pandemic. 

Examining the factors identified in the existing literature to be affecting individual performance 

and productivity – such as work-related stress (Choo, 1986; Luxmi & Yadav, 2011; Shahu & Gole, 

2008), teamwork (Gallie et al., 2009; Musriha, 2013; Stephany et al., 2020), and self-efficacy 

(Cherian & Jacob, 2013; Gist & Mitchell, 1992; Phillips & Russell, 1994) – through longitudinal 

data provides a unique view into how the pandemic may have changed the perception of work 
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as a whole and how the significance of the previously identified factors to performance and 

productivity might differ from the past after the prolonged period of remote work. 

Methods and Datasets 
During the project's third year, we continued to collect communication and interaction data in a 

real-life office setting utilizing the sociometric badges and running experiments at the 

collaborating company's office and in the laboratory setting at the university facilities. 

Sociometric Badge 

The badge is a device developed by MIT Media Labs to collect any nearby sound 

and relative location (Tuesta et al., 2019). The badge gathers the sound waves 

in low frequency and is controlled by a Raspberry Pi computer that acts either 

as the server for the badge or as a beacon to send the collected data to the 

actual server computer. The badges have the capacity to install batteries into 

them; therefore, the badges can be worn by, for example, employees or fixed in 

place, for example, on a level surface. 

Associated software – Hub/server code and analysis libraries – were only available on Python 2. 

As part of the Amalia-Stratos year 2 project, writing hub as a JavaScript/web application was 

tempted. 

Raspberry Pi 

A small programmable computer. It can be used to capture the badges' data and control other 

things, such as Mood Orb. All code in our experiments that ran on the Raspberry Pi was 

containerized using Docker, and all the containers shared the same network. 

Mood Orb 

Purpose build device with a general, WIFI-capable microchip. 21 individually addressable RGB-

LEDs inside the orb can be controlled remotely. Some of the devices were designed to be battery-

powered but usually used with USB power. Cases and stands we're 3D printed. 
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A Touch-Screen Pad for User Interface 

A touchpad was located in the meeting room to provide a way for meeting participants to provide 

feedback on the system. We developed custom open-source software for the touchpad. Using 

the data provided by the sociometric badges provided an interface to display a suspected seating 

arrangement in the room and if there were virtual participants. If the system made an incorrect 

assumption about the meeting and participants, a simple touch-screen tap could be used to 

provide feedback and correct the order of seating. For accidental touches, it offered a grace 

period. Directions for using the pad were provided for the participants. 

Figure 1 3D Printing a MoodOrb 
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Figure 2 iPad simulator displaying the suspected participants in the meeting room. 

Enjoyment tracking 

A simple Likert-style mood tracking was developed to provide feedback in the experiment. It was 

deemed that it needs to be as simple as possible, and the participant must be able to answer it 

in three seconds or less, so no thinking would be required, as thinking about the mood could 

change the mood level by means of self-assurance. And as world COVID19-restriction still applied, 

it could be used on a desktop or mobile. A reminder notification could be set to send if logging 

was not done in a pre-defined interval. 

Considerable thought was put on the exact wording for what person was asked to report on a 1–

5 scale. It was decided that the precise thing person was asked about was "Enjoyment" in work 

– as in "the degree to which individuals work because they find the work itself intrinsically 

interesting or pleasurable" (Graves et al., 2012). This, with its nuances, was detailed in the 

onboarding process. 

A passive notification method proved insufficient to remind people to track, and additional 

methods were investigated. As unobtrusiveness was one of the pillars of the research, push 

notifications were considered but never implemented. For alternative means, NFC (Near-Field 

Communication) was implemented on Mood Orb, where a person could tap Mood Orb with their 
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phone, which would then trigger a dialog asking about their enjoyment level with five smiley 

faces. 

 

Figure 3 Picture used as a demonstration for Mood Orb mood tracking 

Pre- and Post-Surveys 

We utilized pre-and post surveys for the longitudinal research. Based on discussions with the 

University of Jyväskylä psychology department "Big five" questionnaire to survey participant 

personality traits was utilized. The main feature observed was the unwillingness of participants 

to fill out surveys. 

Activity Tracker 

Collaboration with the University of Jyväskylä work-wellbeing research group noted "recharging" 

as an important factor for work-wellbeing. We evaluated different sports trackers to find a way 

to measure this. In previous iterations and longitudinal research, Moodmetric rings were used. 

Reliability and data retrieval had proven to be a bit problematic, so other alternatives were 

evaluated. In our evaluation, it quickly became apparent that even though some sports trackers 

like Garmin and Oura provide resting index value, this index is not clearly defined and can't be 

used in a scientific context – they are more aligned with the "entertainment" purposes. Out of 

the evaluated options, one option was selected because it had a suitable medical-level 

certification and a visual style that was accepted by most. Even as the selected tracker provided 

sleep data, it became apparent quickly that making micro-level and personal-level predictions 

based on that data was not feasible, as people generally opted to remove the tracker by 

nighttime. 

The current focus with activity trackers pivoted into sports and activity tracking. Previous 

research indicates consistency essential for exercise habit formation (Kaushal & Rhodes, 2015). 

And a lot of sports tracking software encourages this. However, we have been more interested 

in investigating how to gamify and reward sporadically happening exercising and small things you 

can do in a work environment, like taking the stairs. We have collected enough activity data for 
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the baseline. We are looking into developing an algorithm that small groups can use to compete 

in a way that rewards attempt and effort over actual, quantified things like steps or (estimated) 

burned calories. 

Muse Headband 

Muse headband is a consumer-level, portable EEG measuring device (MuseTM - Meditation Made 

Easy, n.d.). It has been claimed to be able to detect the wearer's emotions. The aim was to see if 

it could be used to detect a "flow" state when working and if a similar state could be detected 

with other means; due to the staffing changes, this research did not actualize. 

DepthAI Cameras 

The DepthAI cameras combine three segment products: Video camera, depth camera, and 

processing unit. We aimed to do sentiment analysis based on emotion recognition with the 

cameras. As the cameras could do processing locally – aka edge-computing – the general 

interaction sentiment could be detected somewhat privately. Due to the existing emotion 

detection models being too coarse – a person is smiling, i.e., happy, or frowning, i.e., angry – this 

idea had to be abandoned. 

Figure 4 Testing biometric data collection with multiple sensors. 
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Cameras proved to work well in object identification and segmentation. 

Coffeemaker as an Attractor 

For an attractor, an automatic coffee machine was used. For the research, the attractor's specifics 

were deemed not that important. The coffee machine provided an excellent attractor for the test 

setups due to the cultural aspects. In the local law, employees need to have two coffee breaks in 

a day, and those breaks have historically provided a vital break and social aspect to workplaces. 

As our focus was on the more affluent and highly skilled jobs, such as office work, this social 

aspect has started to erode. The coffee machine selected provided IoT capabilities and could be 

remotely controlled. 

ECCOLA Framework 

ECCOLA is a framework, or a method, iteratively developed at the University of Jyväskylä with 

the ethical perspective in mind (Vakkuri, Kemell, Jantunen, et al., 2021). It is intended as a tool 

to ethically design and document artificial intelligence systems and their uses. The ECCOLA 

method is used by answering questions printed on 20 different cards, which cover most of the 

ethical issues that may arise in the system's lifetime. The ECCOLA cards and questions can be 

answered iteratively, while selective answering to questions is acceptable to avoid taxing 

developers extensively. For example, Utilizing the ECCOLA card #7 Privacy and Data functioned 

as a reminder of the privacy-related issues, which were always on the mind in developing the 

experimental systems. The card includes relevant questions, e.g., "What data are used by the 

system?", "Does the system use or collect personal data?", Why?", "Have you taken measures to 

enhance (end-user) privacy, such as encryption and anonymization?"(Vakkuri, Kemell, & 

Abrahamsson, 2021) 

Audio Dataset 

There were audio datasets from the previous pilots, and the one we collected now utilizes the 

sociometric badges. The most extensive data set is from the experiment done during this pilot. 

The audio data set includes the badge data collected in 20 Hz frequency. In other words, the data 

contains the speaking sound data from each badge but in such a low frequency that 

reconstructing what has been said is impossible or, at the very least difficult and error-prone. The 

audio data of this pilot is privacy preserved due to the design of the experiments. 

Social Attractor Experiment, Fall 2021 

The pilot aimed to evaluate the feasibility of the methods used. The premise was introduced to 

participants, where the break room was set up with a permanent zoom room, and the coffee 

maker worked as an attractor. It was noted that in office work, people had stopped having coffee 
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breaks but rather filled their cups and returned to their workstations to drink coffee while 

working. The hypothesis was that having social interaction with one's colleagues would improve 

the feeling of belonging and work well-being specifically, as it was the second year of COVID (Yang 

et al., 2021). 

A passive notification method was devised to get people to join breaks together. Special Mood 

Orb was designed using a general-purpose WIFI-capable microcontroller (see "Mood Orb"). It 

was to be placed on every office desk, and it would change the color and intensity based on the 

mood in the break room. As it would be passive and, by default, out of the line of sight, it would 

not disturb the possible "flow" state. 

To detect when people would be present in the break room Bluetooth low-energy scan was 

performed periodically to detect phones at close ranges. A permanent teleconference 

connection was set up so remote workers could join the break event. For privacy purposes, some 

rules were set for remote connection to be available; at least three persons must be physically at 

the premises. A number of participants were selected on the premise that two persons might 

have a private conversation, whereas three was the smallest number that could be considered 

as a "group". Additionally physical "privacy" button was decided to be implemented for the next 

experiment iteration. 

Not all discussions and interactions aren't titillating. Method for learning what kind of discussions 

would be enjoyable was planned. A data fusion with emotion detection cameras (see "DepthAI 

Cameras") would be used, in addition to voice sentiment detection. After the person participated 

in social interaction, they were asked to fill out mood tracking within 15 minutes (see "Enjoyment 

tracking"). This data could be interpolated with sound recording and used as training data. For 

the pilot, normal microphone was used with warning signs that the location was recorded. 

Conversation Clock Experiment, July-August 2022 

The experiment took place between 2022-03-07 and 2022-04-08. The experiment required the 

use of sociometric badges, raspberry pi, a pad, and the office space for the pilot, as well as a 

controllable led light (the "Mood Orb"). The sociometric badges were fixed to the table, and they 

were used to listen to the speaking of the experiment participants. To power badges, their 

batteries were replaced with an external power source for which an adapter was 3D printed. 

The speaking data was gathered in 20Hz by the badges. Raspberry pi device was used as the 

server, which ran the containerized programs. Figure 5 illustrates the division of these programs. 

The programs handled the local and cloud saving of the audio and position data and controlling 

of the lights of the Mood Orb. The pad functioned as a graphical user interface for the experiment 

participants, which meant that it was possible to collect confirmed seating places and starting 

times of meetings. 
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Figure 5 The containerized programs and division in repositories. 

Multiple ways of fixing and positioning badges on the table were discussed, as they might be 

knocked down, might be positioned incorrectly, move out of placement, laptop or other note-

making stuff might interfere with listening, or power cable might detach. Different ways were 

investigated, but many of them made the setup look suspicious or threatening, such as a tower-

like clustered setup in the center or a human ear shape to indicate the correct direction for the 

device. To keep the interference with the organic meeting as minimal as possible, it was decided 

to utilize Lego figures as their toyish look and familiarity were considered non-threatening, and 

their andromorphic features would provide a "care" factor for devices (see Figure 6). 

The experiment was designed to include 4 phases. These phases were: 

 Phase 1 - introducing the badges and tablet for data collection in the office environment. 

 Phase 2 - introducing the Mood Orb but withholding information about its function. 

 Phase 3 - telling participants how the Mood Orb functions. 

 Phase 4 - removing the Mood Orb from the office. 

Phase 1 was meant to function as the baseline week before the Mood Orb device would be 

introduced. Thus, during the Monday of the first week, the badges, pad, and raspberry pi server 

were installed in the Workspace's office meeting room. The designated room was a nearly sound 

proved office room with two large, joined tables and a screen for virtual meeting participants. All 

experimentation devices were joined together in the same network under the control of the 

raspberry pi device. 
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Phase 2 introduced the Mood Orb device that was intended to function as a nudge to hopefully 

change participants' behavior. The idea was to direct the conversation to focus on the Mood Orb 

in hopes of disrupting solitary and dominating speech to allow other people to have a say without 

becoming too much of a distraction. The experiment was planned originally to last for four weeks. 

Since the algorithm to process Mood Orb commands was still to be implemented, it was decided 

to extend the week two setup by one week, meaning that phase two got an extension of one 

week. 

 

Figure 6 Mood Orb and Lego figures holding the sociometric badges. 

In phase 3 it was disclosed to the meeting room users how the Mood Orb was supposed to instill 

the nudge. Recognizing speak using the "is_speaking" function/model, the algorithm behind 

Mood Orb calculated the total number of seconds of the one who had spoken most in a 5-minute 

time frame and divided that number by the total number of speaking seconds in the same 5-

minute time frame. This ratio was then used as a hue in color maps and turned into RGB values, 

which the WLED protocol understands. 
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In phase 4 the Mood Orb was turned off but left on the premises. This was done to see if the 

existence of the IoB device from the prior phases had had any long lasting effects on the meeting 

room users' behavior. 

In order to develop Mood Orb for the IoB experiment, a comparison setup was built at 

StartupLab, which ran via dedicated wifi. The development codes are in two different repositories 

called "Workspace pilot 3", where the branch "pi" is most up to date. In GitHub, there are the 

necessary other codes to run and collect the data with badges and collect participant numbers 

via GUI. 

Speaking Recognition from the Audio Data 

Speaking recognition was done utilizing "is_speaking" function from the opensocial/custom 

model. There were two implementation choices considered, of which one works under the 

assumption that there is only one speaker at a time out of many speakers, while the other 

assumes the data comes from only one speaker. The first "is_speaking" algorithm was developed 

by MIT and works by evaluating power levels of nearby badges with double exponential 

smoothing (Tuesta et al., 2019). The second version of "is_speaking" function relies on neural 

networks trained with previously collected data from our prior pilots (Ovaska et al., 2021). 

Different machine learning models may be trained and utilized. 

Both methods provided binary results for each speaker in 50ms segments if the speech was 

detected – the resolution of the sociometric badge. It could be used to calculate exactly how long 

somebody has produced sound. However, it did not reflect how humans would interpret talking. 

To follow more human understanding about talking, an additional algorithm "is_talking" was 

developed. The algorithm was utilized "is_speaking" data to evaluate talking segments. Following 

general meeting discussions, threshold values were determined. In a control experiment, 

accuracy was evaluated (see Figure 7). People from different backgrounds and cultures were 

experimented upon. It was observed that the accuracy was lower with speakers from non-Nordic 

upspringing, but not significantly. 

 

Figure 7 is_speaking() and is_talking() feasibility evaluation with two talkers. Horizontal lines 
indicate talking, and segments indicate speaking. The red line indicates labeled baseline of 
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what human evaluator would recognice as talking, and black line indicates algorithmic 
evaluation. 

As the pilots differed on how the badges were worn – either worn around the neck or kept in a 

fixed position – the aforementioned "is_speaking" algorithm needed to be tuned manually for 

both setups. 

MadAtWork Pilot Study, May-August 2022 

The VTT (technical research center of Finland Ltd.) led project MadAtWork (ITEA3, 

www.madatwork.eu) focused on researching the knowledge workers' physical and mental well-

being utilizing sensors, virtual sensors, and gamification in its approach (MadAtWork – Project 

for researching and developing solutions for stress in knowledge work, n.d.). There were 

environmental sensors for sound level measurements, PIR sensors for confirming the presence 

of employees, and virtual sensors for monitoring users' mental reserves via key and focused 

computer application mapping installed on the premises of StartupLab. StartupLab members 

participated willingly in the project as research subjects for the general collaboration's sake and 

to gain access to the gathered data. For StartupLab, the experiment lasted approximately 13 

weeks, from the end of May 2022 until the end of August 2022. The project itself is separate from 

the IoB study and will be published later in other publication media. 

Results 
Active experiment and data gathering has finished, and the data analysis has been done. The IoB 

experiment in a semi-controlled meeting room setting, i.e., the conversation clock experiment, 

has concluded. The experiment produced large quantities of data gathering human audio data, 

position data of the sociometric badges, Mood Orb changes, and overall information about the 

system's functioning. From these data, participant behavior has been extracted and analyzed. In 

addition, the participating research partner company has been given reports and analyzes the 

data iteratively. Longitudinal data gathering on stress, self-efficacy, teamwork, and perceived 

productivity concluded simultaneously with the 4-week experiment at Workspace Oy facilities 

(CVDI Year 8, 9, and 10). The material and results of which are used in Ph.D. studies. There has 

also been collaboration with the VTT technical research center of Finland Ltd. We took part in 

the project MadAtWork of VTT to further enrich the already collected data in the StartupLab 

premises. 

The realized pilots done together with the Workspace partner company are shown in the Table 

1. The table also indicates which data was collected and with which pilot. The pilots are listed in 

the left-most column, "Study," beginning from the first study in spring 2020 until the conversation 
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clock experiment in spring 2022. The experiments encompass variable data sources, and an "x" 

in the table indicates the data source used in gathering the data.  

Table 1 The realized pilots with Workspace Oy. 

Study Time 
dates 
of 
pilots 

Intervie
w 

Pre 
surveys 

Post 
surveys 

Person
al diary 

Meetin
g room 
diary 

Mood
metrics 

Weara
ble 

badges 

Meetin
g room 
Post-it 
survey 

Meetin
g room 
badges  

Mood 
Orb 

COVID-
19 I 

2020: 
Spring 

04/27/
2020 - 
04/30/
2020 

x x x x   x         

COVID-
19 II 

2020: 
Fall 

10/19/
2020 - 
10/23/
2020 

  x x x x x x   (x)   

COVID-
19 III 

2022: 
Spring 

 03/07/
2022 - 
04/08/
2022 

  x x x   x     x   

BF: PoC 
2022: 
Spring 

 03/07/
2022 - 
04/11/
2022  

        x     x x   

Conver
sation 
clock 

2022: 
Spring 

 
03/07/
2022 - 
04/08/
2022 

                x x 

 

Conducting the COVID-19 pilots 

COVID-19 pilots were meant to serve as a series of three pilots studying work well-being under 

the assumably rare occurrence of a global lockdown. The longitudinal study was designed to have 

three phases: 

 before/early in the development of the pandemic, 

 shortly after the end of the pandemic, and 

 stabilizing after the pandemic had ended. 

The study subjects in all the studies were knowledge workers. 

In the original COVID-19 I pilot, interviews were collected, focusing on finding out if the just began 

COVID-19 epidemic affected knowledge workers' feeling of self-efficacy. In addition, pre-surveys, 

post-surveys, personal diaries, and Moodmetrics stress levels were collected. Pre-surveys, asked 

before the actual start of the pilot, focused on asking the study subjects about their felt stress 
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and self-efficacy. Post-surveys queried about experiment subjects' work set up. Personal diaries 

were meant to be filled out during the subjects' workday every hour, and those participants were 

expected to write their current tasks and mark their overall mood. Moodmetrics© stress levels 

were measured using participants' own Moodmetrics© smart rings.  

The COVID-19 II pilot was a natural continuation of the preceded COVID-19 I pilot. The pilot 

gathered the same data as in the previously executed pilot, except the interviews were omitted. 

Instead, the pilot introduced the meeting room diaries and wearable sociometric badges for the 

first time. The meeting room diaries served to quantify the number of meetings and the mood of 

the meeting room users in the partner company's offices. At the same time, the sociometric 

badges were tested for human audio and position capturing everywhere in the office. 

The COVID-19 III pilot implemented the data gathering differently than the previous COVID-19 II 

pilot did. The wearable badges were replaced with fixed meeting room badges, and focus was 

directed toward balanced meeting conversations. The other pilots, BF:PoC and Conversation 

clock, happened simultaneously since the timing was opportune. These pilots introduced the 

collection of meeting room moods of all the first week's meetings as the number of 

communicated positive and negative feelings, and the Mood Orb, which functioned as the 

nudging installation in the conversation clock experiment.  

The conversation clock experiment attempted to balance biased or skewed conversations to 

provide a venue for everyone participating in a meeting to talk and express their opinions. This 

idea was raised because it is widely recognized in Finnish office room culture that only a few 

people dominate most of the conversation time while the rest of the participants only listen. 

An additional "phone booth" experiment was in preparation for summer 2022 at the Workspace 

Oy facilities. This experiment was intended as a bonus experiment to study further the use of the 

Mood Orb and the participant's behavior in a single-person, isolated office. The full conversation 

clock device ensemble with only one badge for the small meeting room was envisioned. However, 

due to the changes to schedules and partner company's focus on the further development of 

their products, it was deemed that the data from the earlier conversation clock experiment 

should suffice. 

Meeting the project goals 

In this project, our goal was to understand how IoB can be utilized to improve well-being in a 

knowledge-intensive work environment. 

In the conducted experiments, we concentrate on three variables: Both the behavioral events 

measured by the sociometric badges and our experiment setup were related to silence, speaking, 

and speaking over one another. The most exciting conduct relates to persons choosing to talk 
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and when not. Our IoB experiment showcases that it is possible to gather and detect speak from 

low capture frequency audio sources. The study setting provided a semi-controlled office room 

with the necessary measurement capabilities, while the unmovable badges retained user privacy. 

Using the "is_speaking" algorithm could thus identify speak, while the other habits could be 

detected, for example, via visualizing them. The change in speaking turns taken during the entire 

duration of the experiment seems to indicate that the number of interactions decreased.  

The thinking behind the Mood Orb device is to perform the change of its lights based on the latest 

conversation. It provides a noninvasive nudge for the meeting room participants when the 

conversation is unbalanced. A semi-controlled room with a limited number of participants and 

having the IoB device in a visible place can cause a change in the workers' behavior. 

In our approach to operationalizing IoB in a workplace context, we aimed for minimal intrusion 

into employees' privacy by: 

 Utilizing ECCOLA in the design and implementation phase, and 

 ECCOLA method was used in large part during the design of the experiments. Especially 

the privacy related issues were of concern during the entire pilot. 

 Building the experimental data collection platform in a laboratory context. 

For the rapid and iterative development of the platform, it was required to conduct a similar but 

smaller scale ensemble of devices experiment. Thus, it was built on the most prominent meeting 

table of the research group's office space. This turned out to be an excellent choice from both 

the development perspective and the social point of view since the interaction behavior of 

visitors could be monitored without sacrificing development time nor anyone's privacy. 

Functionality of Innovation(s) 
The conversation clock experiment can be duplicated in similar settings provided that all 

necessary devices are added to the same WIFI network, which ought to be private, and backing 

up of the data is directed at the desired cloud. Having the badges stationary in described research 

settings allow for retaining participant privacy. The algorithms will work as is or with minor 

modifications depending on which algorithm is used. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
Our experiments have gained more insights into the behavior of different actors. 

Is_speaking Calibration 
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The recognition of speaking with the sociometric badges is error-prone due to the limiting nature 

of the utilized badges themselves. Calibrating the algorithm was needed in the case of the 

conversation clock experiment because it was suspected that the badges were not catching all 

the possible speech that could be captured. Since the sociometric badges were fixed to the table, 

it was possible to do a calibration measurement experiment at StartupLab's offices, mimicking 

the conditions at the production site. The measurement was done by having two speakers 

recorded having a short conversation with both the sociometric badges and regular mikes 

simultaneously. Three sets of two speakers were recorded, and later the correct settings were 

deduced from this data. 

Calibrating the is_speaking algorithm parameters helped to increase the caught seconds of speak 

from the pure audio data. The increase was possible because the pilot's sociometric badges were 

fixed to known locations. 

Data Collection 

Multiple data sources have been gathered and utilized during the pilots, including questionnaires, 

diaries, sociometric badges, and the Mood Orb. It has been noticed that a wide variety of data 

can cover many points of research angles; however, when it comes to humans, researchers 

should avoid overloading their test subjects. For example, many questionnaires during all the 

pilots were answered thoroughly from rarely to moderately often. It might be that these data 

sources are too passive, and thus, subjects avoid answering or forget to answer these 

questionnaires. 

Devices, such as sociometric badges, can significantly mitigate the lack of data. However, the 

badges can go offline, get broken even in regular use, or report false data due to unknown 

reasons. Identifying and classifying any of these malfunctioning situations from the abundance 

of data is highly desirable. 

Equipment Building 

Badges and servers were built from available components. A 3D printer was utilized to print the 

partially opaque spheres used as cover for the led lights in the Mood Orb. The IoB experiment 

code had to be designed and implemented from nearly scratch to accommodate the code of the 

sociometric badges. Previously the badge and server code had also been updated by our research 

team from Python 2 to Python 3. 

The equipment was built using mainly components of low-price tiers. Making them is time-

consuming. The sphere of the Mood Orb is cheaper to 3D print than purchase from sellers. 
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Further, humanizing badge design with Lego figures neutralized their threatening factor, even as 

they were – in principle – spying and listening devices. 

Data Anonymization 

User privacy has been one of the carrying thoughts throughout the series of conducted pilot 

studies. Data anonymization is a crucial part of the preservation of privacy. The data 

anonymization and handling have been given extensive thought before, during, and after each 

pilot. 

Data anonymization is best done by first collecting all the data and then iteratively revising its 

anonymization plan before the actual data transformation. It is essential to know things such as: 

who, why, when, and whether the data is supposed to be interrelated prior to deciding upon the 

anonymization of the data. 

Initial Data Analysis 

The initial data analysis has been done based on the meeting room badges. The number of taken 

turns in speaking has been calculated from the audio data for each workday in 15 minutes 

frequencies. The same has been done to calculate these days' median and variance values. 

The conversation clock experiment produced high numbers of audio and proximity data records. 

According to the audio data and speaking analysis, the trend of the number of taken speaking 

turns has declined during the IoB, i.e., the conversation clock experiment. There seems to be no 

correlation between the data produced during the experiment weeks except a slightly higher 

positive correlation between weeks two and three. These weeks correspond with the second 

phase of the experiment. In the second phase, the Mood Orb IoT device was introduced to the 

experimental setup, and its purpose was yet to be divulged. According to the means and standard 

deviations calculated for the speaking amounts, no significant correlation values were found 

between any of the experiment phases. It is postulated that the current data analysis is done on 

too coarse of a method. Further data analysis is expected to perform better when the speaking 

data is extracted from the 15 minutes frequency frame. Then the perspective is transformed into 

a more finely adjusted meeting frame. Adding phase and timing level metadata on such a level 

could allow a better base for analysis. 

Further Recommendations 

Mood tracking should be re-implemented as to modern web application standards. Using the 

capabilities of a current web stack, it could offer offline support and provide feedback buttons 

directly in the notification, so mood could be tracked immediately when such a requirement was 

to arise. This would lower participants' barriers to utilizing mood tracking. 
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In contrast to the humanizing design, an anti-thesis experiment was planned; Plan was to make 

the attractor (see "Coffeemaker") threatening to look at by adding the HAL 9000 glowing red eye 

with speech recognition to the coffee machine. The aim was to see if people were more alerted 

of the attractor if they had to interact with something they considered sinister. Due to the time 

constraints and necessary equipment breaking down – 3D printer -the physical aspect could not 

be replicated. It was felt that using "CGI" HAL would not yield the same emotional response, so 

the experiment was canned for now. 

It is understood that further analysis of the IoB experiment data is needed to sieve the 

data's functional parameters and behavioral events. There are a few possible choices to 

improve the analysis.  

1. Utilizing deep neural networks with Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural 

networks as the comparison model for the is_speaking algorithms. The model 

(Ovaska et al., 2021) could be trained with the COVID-19 II pilot data and validated with 

the help of the calibration data set of the conversation clock experiment. 

2. Attempting data analysis on the level of meetings. Detaching the meetings from the 

original day-time axis first with and then without the meta information, for example, the 

phase of the speaking sequences. Such a transformation could calculate the speaking 

turns, speaking time means, and variances with better accuracy. Alternatively, focusing 

the analysis on mass to the level of audio data, detached from the original date time, 

while calculating feature values, such as the number of times participants speak on top of 

each other, in some fixed length term. This could allow the inspection of more subtle 

features. 

Further, we also recommended that the conversation clock experiment is repeated under similar 

conditions. Repetation would support ascertaining the validity of the experiment from a scientific 

perspective.  

Impact and Uses/Benefits 
Python 2 reached its end of life on 1/2020. As part of the research project, OpenBadge hub code 

and analysis library was ported to python 3 and is freely available on GitHub (see "Sociometric 

Badge"). 

All the software and algorithms developed are available under an MIT license. 
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Publications 
Ph.D. studies based on the longitudinal pilots' data are ongoing. There are 2 papers that are still 

planned to be published before project end, by February 2023. 
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